FOR
DREAMERS
WORLDWIDE

Originally created by Ticket To The Moon, tested in all climates around the world since 1996 - The parachute hammock is made by travellers for travellers.
Once tested you will never miss your tent again! Comfortable sleep, ideal protection from insects and small animals
with so many handy attributes: light weight yet strong, foldable, set up in less than a minute, rot-resistant and fast
drying (machine washable 30°C). The elastic parachute
nylon fits your body perfectly.
Using a hammock is usually allowed where camping is
forbidden. All our hammocks are delivered with stainless
steel S-hooks or high-grade carabiners. TTTM hammocks
are ideal for every occasion, whether you are traveling,
spending a day in the park, or just staying at home. Play,
relax, take a nap or sleep in your parachute hammock!

The hammock comes in the Express Settings Bag, which
can be removed and used as a pillow for an even higher
comfort level. An additional square pouch is attached on
the hammock side for your convenience (storage, packing...). Nautical Ropes or Moonstraps can be purchased
separately, they remain some of the easiest and safest setup systems out there.
Have a look:

Our hammock range carries a 10 year guarantee against
manufacturing defects.
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PARACHUTE HAMMOCK

• High grade parachute nylon silk
• Triple stitching
• 200 Kg carrying capacity
• Skin-friendly OEKO-TEX® standard 100
• Compact & lightweight
• Breathable & elastic fabric
• Washable at 30 °c
• Unique adjustable hanging systems
• 10 Years warranty
• Fair trade production
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HAMMOCK TARP
Material
Weight
Size
SKU Code

PU - treated ripstop nylon
700 g
350 cm x 350 cm
TMTARP

• PU coated waterproof 2000 mm
• Covers all TTTM hammocks except
Perfect and Mammock
• Rain fly / Sunshade / Wind deflector

MOSQUITO NET 360°
Netting
Weight
Size
SKU Code

81 holes / cm²
350 g		
280 cm x 130 cm
TMMNET

• Double zipper with velcro security
• 100% Polyester
• Washable at 30°C
• Mildew resistant
• Compact and lightweight
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Mosquito Net 360°
Setup video

Watch the
Hammock Caravan
Video

THE MANUFACTURER AND THE BRAND
Ticket To The Moon created the parachute hammock in
1996, in Bali, Indonesia. As an ethical company, we love to
think that we are more like some kind of tribe rather than
just a business: not only do we develop and create innovative and useful products, but we also promote different
ways of life.
“We are manufacturers of feel-good products for
dreamers worldwide!”

PROVIDING SAFE, COMFORTABLE, HIGH
QUALITY PRODUCTS
Because we are the original inventors and manufacturers
of the parachute hammock, we directly react to customer
feedback, give you the very best products and include the
features you desire. The whole TTTM parachute range is
hand-made by a team of skilled craftsmen in our very own
factory in Bali from the highest quality nylon parachute
fabric. Every one of our products is tested under extreme
conditions, and passes strict quality control tests before it
leaves our factory. The 10-year manufacturer’s warranty
covers any defects in workmanship and materials on all
Ticket To The Moon products. The signature range of TTTM
hammocks is durable, elastic, breathable, anti-mildew and

skin-friendly (OEKO-TEX® Standard 100). TTTM hammocks
are currently available in six sizes and thousands of color
combinations.
“Join The Hammock Tribe!”

LIGHTWEIGHT, COMPACT & DURABLE
The TTTM parachute hammocks are delivered with an attached pouch to keep your gear at hand, as well our pattented Express Settings Bag, making it ideal as a travel
bed, and perfect for taking a nap or just chilling. It makes
for a marvelous playground too... The original TTTM set up
system using stainless hooks and nautical ropes remains
the easiest and safest available on the market. Another
convenient way to set up your hammock uses high-grade
carabiners & tree-friendly Moonstraps. Over the years,
TTTM has developed a complete range of hammocks
and accessories like the Hammock Tarp, The Mosquito
Net 360°, the Moonquilt, TTTM Carabiner, and a number
of other lifestyle products such as The Moon Chair, The
Slackline, The Beach Blanket, the Pocket Frisbee and our
famous EcoFriendly Bags. The high quality material and
hand finish make all TTTM products equally suitable for an
adventurer’s trip or for daily use.
“We like to make your life simpler!”
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ABOUT TTTM

FAIR TRADE PRODUCTION

TICKET TO THE MOON & CORPORATE
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
It is important to us to offer original products that you will
enjoy using, but we also aim to raise awareness of larger global challenges such as sustainability and fair trade
production issues, while respecting local social structures
and the Indonesian culture. At TTTM, there is absolutely no
child labor. Our honest, humane and fair trade corporate
values mean all staff enjoy proper working conditions with
social security, a pension, and a salary that is far higher
than the basic salary. They only work five and a half 8-hour
days per week, setting our company apart from most others and bonding workers into a unique social community.

MINIMIZING OUR CORPORATE FOOTPRINT
By using local materials and investing in innovative recycling methods, we aim to have a minimal impact on the
environment. Any leftover fabric after our unique products
have been cut is turned into new merchandise like ecofriendly bags and backpacks. Our ongoing urge to minimize waste engendered the motto:
“No plastic bags, please!”

Please have a look inside
the factory and headquarter
of Bali, Indonesia:

WE CARE, NOTHING IS LEFT TO WASTE!
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FOUNDATION

TICKET TO THE MOON FOUNDATION
The Ticket To The Moon foundation was born after three
years of field experience: since 2006, a relief project had
been initiated by European and Indonesian travelers in
Mandorak County on the western part of the remote island
of Sumba, Indonesia.
Sensitive to this endemic situation, the travelers have
teamed up with local partners to help the Kodi people
improve their life conditions, meanwhile preserving their
ancestral culture. In more than 10 years, many concrete actions have been implemented – new roads were built to
facilitate trade and fill in the gap between the Kodis and
the rest of Sumba, a PV powered water well was dug for
accessing clean water, a primary school was opened to
teach the Indonesian language to the children…
The Kodi tribe is also subject to malaria screenings on
a regular basis and they get mosquito nets to fight the
plague. In the meantime, these enhancements have come
with education to preserve their culture, along with their
original land in West Sumba.

For more Info visit
www.ticketothemoon.com > Foundation
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www.ticketothemoon.com

